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Abstract

In this paper we show how a motion capture system and
feedback mechanism can be integrated into a virtual ping-
pong game to create a multi-player platform. To trace the
motion of each player, optical markers are attached to dif-
ferent places on each player’s paddle. For tactile feedback,
we designed a controller for a DC (Direct Current) motor,
which is also attached to the paddle. This controller com-
municates with the game server through wireless Bluetooth
technology. When the game server detects a collision be-
tween the paddle and ball, the controller receives the mes-
sage from the game server and then triggers one of the re-
spective paddle’s DC motors to vibrate depending on the
position of the impact on the paddle. During an exhibition
many people positively responded to the game.

1 Introduction

While computers and other interaction technologies pro-
vide exciting directions for game design and play, computer
games tend to eliminate many of the social aspects of game
play. Whereas playing non-electronic games (e.g. board
games) is mostly a collective activity involving more than
one person in direct interaction, playing computer games is
often an individual activity [6]. Our motion capture sys-
tem opens up a range of new application areas for computer
games. One such class of applications is Squidball that is a
real-time interactive game using motion capture technology
[1]. It traces the balloons’ spatial location to facilitate inter-
action between players and balloons for a cooperative and
energetic game.

A virtual tennis game by VR devices utilized head-
mounted displays, magnetic sensors, and data gloves to
bring interactivity to the virtual tennis environment [4].
Their motion capture equipment interfered with game play
as it restricted player motion. Another virtual ping-pong
game called V-Pong solved this problem by utilizing an op-

tical motion capture system [2], but this game lacked multi-
player capability. We have explored how optical sensing
technology can be utilized in the design of multi-player
games. We attached optical markers to different parts of
each player’s paddle so that we could obtain motion data of
each player separately. To help capture the motion of play-
ers, optical markers were also attached to wireless headsets.
Visual, audio, and tactile feedback systems were employed
to improve the playing experience. For tactile feedback, we
attached a digital wireless controller to the paddle which
triggers DC motors to vibrate the paddle simulating the feel-
ing of actual contact with a ball. Let us summarize the main
features:

• The optical sensing system for multi-player ping-pong
game

• The tactile feedback system using DC motors as well
as visual and audio feedback from the computer

Figure 1. Players enjoyed our virtual ping-
pong game during a demonstration at
SEK2007 Exhibition, COEX Seoul, Korea.



2 System Overview

Our multi-player virtual ping-pong game consists of the
optical motion capture equipment, a game server, the de-
vices for display, two paddles, and two wireless headsets
(Figure 2). The optical motion capture equipment has four
infrared cameras and two PCs. The cameras sense opti-
cal markers attached to the paddles and headsets of play-
ers. One PC collects the image data from these cameras
while the other PC analyzes the image data and produces
the motion data. The game server receives the binary format
motion data from the motion capture equipment through
TCP/IP protocol and computes visual, audio, and tactile
feedback. Visual feedback is the display the movement of
paddles and a ball on a video screen. Audio feedback is the
sound players hear when the ball is struck. Tactile feedback
is the vibration a player feels in the paddle when they hit the
ball.

Figure 2. System overview

3 Motion Capture for Multi-Player Game
Play

Here we describe the challenges of building motion cap-
ture tools the multi-player virtual ping-pong game.

3.1 Motion Capture Setup

We utilized the VICON motion capture system [5] (Fig-
ure 3). The system can track motion capture markers within
a capture distance of approximately 5∼6 meters. The mo-
tion markers are made of retro-reflective material. Visible
illuminators placed around the camera lens emit light which
the visual markers reflect back into the camera. This makes
the retro-reflective markers appear significantly brighter to

the camera than other objects. Image processing (thresh-
olding and circle fitting) is used to track those markers in
each view. Triangulation of multiple camera views results
in very accurate and robust 3D marker tracking.

Figure 3. VICON motion capture system: (a)
Infrared camera, (b) Retro-reflective markers,
(c) Calibration wand, (d) Screen shot of VI-
CON IQ

To set up the motion capture system, cameras must be
set up and calibrated. Camera placement for a motion cap-
ture system is an iterative refinement process dependent on
several site-specific aspects. For motion capture, cameras
are usually placed in rectangular perimeter on the ceiling
around the capture space. We used this method in our lab-
oratory but in the exhibition four cameras were placed on
the corners of the front wall facing players. Both place-
ments were functional. The final step in setting up the sys-
tem is camera calibration. Using the VICON software the
calibration process is done by waving a calibration object
throughout the entire capture area. This is usually a wand
that has two or three retro-reflective markers placed in a
straight line. The 2D-tracking data for the calibration ob-
ject from each camera is then used to compute the exact 3D
locations.

3.2 Ping-Pong Paddles

The motion capture equipment requires spherical mark-
ers for effective tracking. Figure 4 shows that the optical
markers are attached to two paddles in different way. The
difference of the marker positions enables the motion cap-
ture equipment to track paddles when they are overlapped in
the camera view. A set of the markers needs a VST (VICON



Skeleton Template) file to abstract the structure of the mark-
ers. If the default VST file is used, the position and rotation
angle of the markers are not accurate. Therefore we built
a new VST file for use with two paddles in a multi-player
virtual ping-pong game situation. To obtain the correct mo-
tion data, more than three markers should be attached to the
paddle. To distinguish the front and back of the paddle, one
additional marker needs to be attached to the front.

3.3 Wireless Headsets

The markers on the wireless headset are used for tracking
the position of players. To increase the accuracy of captured
motion data, there are four markers for each headset (Figure
5). We also propose creating a new VST file for the wireless
headset.

(a) The headset (b) VST of the headset

Figure 5. The wireless headset for multi-
player virtual ping-pong game

4 Tactile Feedback Mechanism

A dynamic game such as ping-pong can feel more real-
istic with the aid of feedback mechanisms. We use three
feedback systems: visual, audio, and tactile. Visual and au-
dio feedback (displaying the movement of a ball and pad-
dles and making sounds when a ball collides with a paddle
or table) is easier to implement than tactile feedback. Here
we describe the tactile feedback system.

4.1 Controller of the DC Motors

For tactile feedback, we propose a new DC motor con-
troller (Figure 6). This controller communicates to the game
server via wireless Bluetooth and reacts to trigger the DC
motors to vibrate depending on the position of collision vir-
tual ball on the virtual paddle. The controller should be

compact enough to be placed on the paddle. There are five
DC motors which operate at 7.2 volts. These motors are
controlled by a transistor and MCU (Micro Controller Unit),
which both operate at 5.0 volts; voltage is reduced using a
regulator. To minimize the size of the controller, we choose
the ULN2803 array transistor and ATmega128 MCU. The
usage of a push switch is to let the game server recognize
that a player will serve a ball or choose game play options.
The Bluetooth module on the controller communicates to
the game server through a USB dongle. The Bluetooth mod-
ule runs at 3.3 volts, thus a second regulator is needed.

Figure 6. Design of the controller of the DC
motors

Why we choose DC motors for tactile feedback is to
avoid the latency. Step motors are very useful to control the
level of vibration but spend more time in starting to vibrate
than DC motors. Also the paddle is not too heavy because
the weight of one DC motor is only about 20g.

4.2 Tactile Feedback

When the game server detects a collision between the
paddle and ball, the server sends the message of the colli-
sion position to the controller of the DC motors in order to
make one of the motors to vibrate. For collision detection,
the binding box of the paddle is divided into four regions
and the game server checks whether one of these four re-
gions has collide against a ball or not using an ODE (Open
Dynamics Engine) physics engine [3]. If the collision be-
tween a ball and one region is detected, the Bluetooth mod-
ule on the controller receives a message for the correspond-
ing region. This message is passed to the MCU that operates
the appropriate motor. If the push switch on the controller
is pressed, the MCU sends a signal to the Bluetooth module
a message that a player will serve a ball (Figure 7).



(a) Front of the paddle 1 (b) Back of the paddle 1 (c) VST of the paddle 1

(d) Front of the paddle 2 (e) Back of the paddle 2 (f) VST of the paddle 2

Figure 4. The paddles for multi-player virtual ping-pong game: The first is for player 1 (the top row)
and the second is for player 2 (the bottom row). The circles indicate optical markers and the squares
indicate DC motors.

5 Game Play in Practice

Figure 8 shows the game interfaces: the left one is the
opening page and the right one is the playing page. There
are three views for a multi-player game: the top is the view
of camera, the left is the view of the first player, and the
right is the view of the second player. Figure 9 shows our
multi-player virtual ping-pong game in play.

In the exhibition (Figure 1), instead of wireless headsets,
speakers were used for audio feedback. The captured mo-
tion data using only the markers attached to the paddle were
enough for people to enjoy our game. Test players evalu-
ated our multi-player virtual ping-pong game as being very
interesting. In contrast to other virtual ping-pong games,
our tactile feedback system enhances player performance.

6 Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper we present a solution for a multi-player vir-
tual ping-pong game. Optical markers are attached to the

different positions of the paddles of each player. To capture
the motion of these markers we built a new VST file. We
also captured the motion of wireless headsets to help track
the motion of players. For tactile feedback, we designed
a new DC motor controller. The controller communicates
to the game server through wireless Bluetooth. When the
controller receives a message from the game server that the
paddle has hit a ball, it triggers one of the DC motors to
vibrate the paddle depending on the collision position.

In future work we want to bring our research to on-line
games.
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Figure 8. The interface of multi-player virtual ping-pong game

Figure 7. The flowchart for Bluetooth com-
munication between the game server and the
controller of the DC motors
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